Object Manager Advanced
The world leading all-you-need and all-youalways-wanted developing tool

Microsoft Dynamics
NAV is exactly what the
name says: dynamic.
Developers can
extend and improve
it by creating addons, extensions and
other customizations.
idynʼsObject Manager
Advanced is by far
the most efficient and
versatile development
tool to do so.

The all-you-need and all-you-always-wanted
developing tool. Used by over 70% of all NAV
developers
It is safe to say that with Object Manager Advanced, idyn re-inventedthe
NAV development environment. A broad spectrum of features reduce
errors, save time and improve the quality of the output. Add-onsmade with
Object Manager Advanced easily comply with the Certified for Microsoft
Dynamics (CfMD) standards. Object Manager Advanced was awarded
by Mibuso (Best Download Award) and by Microsoft with the Microsoft
innovation Award.

Develop. Analyze. Improve.
Object Manager Advanced is the tool-of-choicetosupport developers and
consultants in Microsoft Dynamics Sure Step or any other methodology
tool. You can benefit from powerful functionalities such as the ability to lock
objects, save objects in a repository like TFS,renumber objects, fields and
elements without hassle and the addition of an external project module. If
you need to analyse new code, you willdiscover that OMA is of great help.
Easily browse through objects and code. Errors and conflicts are easily
found and fixed. The Check Guidelines tool checks if coding standards are
met and correct C/ALcode where needed. Whether you want to use the
standard Microsoft conventions or your own.

Deploy. And rest assured.
Object Manager Advanced puts an end to endless checking, testing and
comparing before deployment. You simply combine all modifications in a
transport and use the wizard to import them into your customer database.
You can, of course, do everything from within Microsoft Dynamics NAV.
So no hassle of switchingfrom system to system.
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Object Manager Advanced
Another smart Microsoft Dynamics
NAV add-on by idyn
At idyn, we specialize in developing add-ons for Microsoft Dynamics NAV. These
add-ons aim at three target groups: developers, partners and users of Microsoft
Dynamics NAV. Object Manager Advanced is a developer solution and is extensively
used by many of our partners. It helps to make the life of developers easier. As a
result, customers are offered better add-ons and upgrades.

Numerous features for advanced development and
deployment
Object Manager Advanced has so many features and possibilities, we can’t even
begin giving you a comprehensive list here. Plus: new functionalities are added on
a regular bases. You can find all the details on our website, including video demos.
Go to www.idyn.nl.

Really helpful features
• Full tracing of modifications on all NAVobjects
• Lock objects, so others can see who is working on a particular object
• Action worksheet reduces 90% of your conversion reports
• Save source code automatically every time you make a change
• Easy rollback or compare new code to a previous version
• Renumber objects directly in your database
• Renumber fields directly in your database
• Extensive where-usedanalysis
• Easily track down unused variables, keys and fields
• Easily check if your development work meets coding -and GUI standards
• Easy deployment
• New, upcoming OMA release can also be used to manage AL extension code in
Dynamics 365 Business Central

Looking for more advice and info?
Contact sales@idyn.nl or visit www.idyn.nl

